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Abstract - Android Smart phones enable a new, rich user experience in pervasive computing, but 
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potential applications. In this paper, we are dealing with battery drain problems and stack overflow 
problems of android mobile phones. For that we are going to develop Rubik’s cube game 
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I. Introduction 
mart phones with Internet access, GPS, sensors, 
and various applications are recently seeing 
explosive adoption. The Apple iPhone, Blackberry 
smart phones, and the Google Android phone are a few 
prominent examples. In a slightly more advanced 
capability bracket also lie mobile Internet devices (MIDs) 
such as the Nokia N8 and Moblin-based devices that 
provide a richer untethered Internet experience. With 
popularity, such devices also see new applications by a 
broader set of developers, beyond the mobile staples of 
personal information management and music playback. 
Now mobile users play games; capture, edit, annotate 
and upload video; handle their finances; manage their 
personal health and “wellness” (e.g., iPhone Heart 
Monitor and Diamedic). However, with greater 
application power comes greater responsibility for the 
mobile execution platform: it  is  now  important  to  track  
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memory leaks and runaway processes sucking up 
power,  to  avoid  or   detect   malicious  intrusions  and 
private data disclosure, and to manage applications with 
expensive tastes for high volume data or advanced 
computational capabilities such as floating-point or 
vector operations. 
a) Mobile Performance Parameters 
Android Phones has limited processing 
capabilities. To maximize it following parameters are 
considered while developing an Android application. 
a) Processor  
b) RAM 
c) Heap Utilization 
d) Power Consumption 
e) Type of Touch Screen 
b) Rubik’s Cube 
The Rubik's Cube is a 3-D mechanical puzzle 
invented by a Hungarian sculptor Erno Rubik. In a 
classic Rubik's Cube, each of the six faces is covered by 
nine stickers, among six solid colors (traditionally white, 
red, blue, orange, green, and yellow). For the puzzle to 
be solved, each face must be a solid color.  
Our aim is to develop a Rubik's cube game 
application for touch screen mobile phones on the 
Android operating system platform using the Android 
OpenGL graphics library. In our project, we can control 
the vector cube in a 3D virtual environment 
(panning/tilting) to solve the timed puzzle. This is 
implemented in three modules:  
I. Memory representation of the cube-It deals with a 
standard 3×3×3 cube, exploring the group of 
available moves and its action on sets of the 
cube’s constituent parts ultimately showing the 
group of moves to be better-understood. 
II. Visualization- In the actual implementation, the 
observer is moved in a spherical shape around 
the origin. To the user, the cube appears to be 
rotating because the background always remains 
same. 
III. Designing of the touch UI- action-reaction of the 
touch user interface is developed. Concept of 
Group Theory is used as the fundamental 
platform for implementing these. Rubik’s Cube is 
an age old and popular game. Through make this 
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timeless game available on the mobile platform, 
for the user who is always on the go. 
II. Proposed research work 
Gaming application utilizes maximum processor 
power capabilities, and maximum utilization of heap. 
Sometimes app requires memory beyond the heap size, 
at that time there is possibility of application crashing i.e. 
Force Close message in Android Phones. So basically 
we are tend to solve these problems where application 
which has to be developed should be able to run 
without crashing on minimal configuration smart phone. 
We know that there are app store from where we can 
buy, purchase or can download free apps i.e. Android 
Market. Free application’s license fee is paid by 
advertisement sponsors and user is able to play the 
game with advertisements appearing on the screen. 
Billion users mostly download the free applications. 
They purchased it until and unless it is required. So this 
advertisement requires internet connection while playing 
the games and also uses heap which affects the 
performance of game app. 
So we are dealing with following android phone 
problems: 
a) Android Battery Drain Problem 
b) Stack Overflow 
c) Advertisement overhead for free apps 
a) Battery Drain Problem 
An Android application will run on a mobile 
device with limited computing power and storage, and 
constrained battery life. Because of this, it should be 
efficient. Battery life is one reason you might want to 
optimize your app even if it already seems to run "fast 
enough". Battery life is important to users, and Android's 
battery usage breakdown means users will know if your 
app is responsible draining their battery. There are two 
basic rules for writing efficient code considering battery: 
Don't do work that you don't need to do. Don't allocate 
memory if you can avoid it. 
Smartphone’s always tries to access for the 
internet for the services like GPS, phone log updating, 
messenger services, software upgradation, wifi-hotspot 
detection, GPRS-EDGE connectivity, 3G network 
searching etc.  While playing the game, most of the app 
requires internet connections though they are not 
necessary. 
b) Stack Overflow 
In a Smartphone several processes are running 
in background. It means it supports multitasking. So in 
multitasking operation stack or heap plays important 
role for the main app. If heap size gets fully occupied 
then there are chances of app crashing.  So to avoid 
this we are developing algorithm in which the app will 
automatically kill the processes which are idle and not 
required to stay in the processes queue. Mostly Priorities 
are assigned to processes on which we can sort out 
which processes has to be killed.    
Restricted access to network: 
We are solving this problem by building an 
advertisement container for free app. 
c) Advertisement Overhead 
Free app’s license fees are paid by sponsors. 
User is able to play the game with little bit interference of 
advertisements. This advertisements are get 
downloaded when user runs the app. For this app 
always requires internet connection. And which 
consumes more power. So we will develop 
advertisement container in which we will install the ads, 
this container will be updated once in a day. So that user 
doesn’t require internet access when he wishes to play 
the app. So this internet overhead can be reduced by 
this advertisement container. 
As we are building advertisement container, in 
this container when we are downloading or updating the 
stack of ads, these ads get compressed and we can put 
them into low resolution. So when user plays the game 
these add will access minimum area of heap without 
affecting the performance of game. 
III. Mathematical model 
Data: 
 
 
Where, 
ANDR=Android OS, 
MAT= Six 2D Matrices for each face of cube, 
PHYMEM= Physical Memory, 
HEAP= Shared memory, 
TI= Touch Interface, 
Pow= Power consumed per unit time, 
APKO= Other applications overhead on the      
system, 
E=Exceptions, 
ØCube= Rules. 
Success : Successful execution of Rubik’s 
Cube application with minimum power consumption per 
unit time. 
Failure :  Memory or power not available. 
Input State Validation: 
Input State Validation   
{PHYMEMAVAIL > PHYMEMREQ} 
Objective Functions: 
1. To match the pattern: 
The initial input to the pattern matching function: 
IP= {Six 2D matrices, Goal state patterns} 
Output states after execution of pattern matching 
function: 
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Success: If input matrices matches with the pattern. 
Failure: If input matrices do not match with the pattern. 
 
2. To consume lesser power: 
The initial power requirement can be stated as below: 
 
In general, the power consumed by the app can 
be calculated as: 
 
Function ‘battery consumption’:  
 
Where,  
POWREQ= Total power consumed by app 
POWGAME= Power required by game app 
POWOVRHD= Power required by other apps 
POWNW= Power required by network 
POWTI= Power required by touch interface 
Power consumption after function execution:  
 
3. Avoid stack overflow: 
 
Where, 
MEMTOTAL= Total memory of system 
MEMAPP= Memory being consumed by game app 
MEMOTHRAPP= Memory being consumed by other 
apps 
APPID= Application or process IDs of current apps 
APPPRIO= Application or process priorities of current 
apps 
Function: 
If, 
 
Then, 
KILLAPP= MINPRIO(APPPRIO) && APPIDLE 
 
   Table.1:
 
Android Smart Phone Comparison
 
 
RAM 
(MB)
 
ROM 
(MB) 
 
Processor 
(MHz)
 
Touch 
Screen 
Type
 
Battery (Talk 
time in hrs)
 
Samsung 
Galaxy 
Fit 
 S5670
 
280
 
180
 
600
 
Capacitive
 
12 hrs 2G
 9 hrs 3G
 
DELL 
XCD35
 
256
 
512
 
600
 
Capacitive
 
9 hrs 2G
 8 hrs 3G
 Samsung 
Galaxy 
POP
 
280
 
180
 
600
 
Capacitive
 
10 hrs 2G
 9 hrs 3G
 
Above table gives comparison of several android smart phones with respect to their hardware 
configuration. 
 
Figure.1: Application Advertisement Container (AAC) 
Framework 
Application Advertisement Container (AAC) will 
connect to application server to fetch several new ads 
from advertise database once a week when user have 
an active internet connection.   
Application (while running) need not to be 
connected to the internet in order to show ads. Ads are 
fetched from application advertisement container (AAC). 
 
Figure.2 : handling heap & crashing problem framework 
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Local area contains active foreground 
application i.e. current running application. 
Revision area contains background running 
applications. These applications are revised. It means to 
improve processor power we have to kill processes 
which are not required. These applications are put up in 
the revision area and by analysis it processes which are 
not required are killed. Active flag is marked for system 
and antivirus applications. Active flag tasks are not 
killed. 
IV. Conclusion 
The Rubik’s Cube game is being brought to the 
virtual world of mobility using the popular operating 
system Android. Android is an operating system for 
mobile devices such as cellular phones, tablet 
computers etc. There are currently over 70,000 apps 
available for Android, which makes it the second most 
popular mobile development target. 
Popular with a huge mass of people with varied 
age-groups having competitions held world wide for the 
person solves in the minimum time span.      
In this project, we propose the modules for 
Rubik’s cube application viz. Memory representation of 
the cube, visualization and designing of the touch UI. 
The memory implementation comprises of the 
representation of a 3D cube in 2D, whereas, in 
visualization the actual appearance of the cube and its 
functions are implemented and in the last module, the 
function of the touch interface is designed. 
There are various options available for the user 
to change the settings according to naive and advanced 
users for adjusting the speed, vibration, sound options, 
brightness etc. The Goal for the user is to make each 
face of a solid color, initial state of the Rubik’s cube will 
be in scrambled state. Born with Google integration, 
open source, constantly improved- courtesy the big 
brain at Google. More options available to manage your 
phone and Gmail account. An intuitive User interface 
packed with options and flexibility, smoother, more 
efficient aesthetically pleasing display technically 
superior fast and powerful. Thus our application of 
Rubik’s cube on android for touch screen mobile 
phones keeps the adrenaline of user’s pumping high. It 
works great in development of brain in small children 
helping to develop logic and analytical skills at a tender 
age. It’s not just a game but a life time experience, so 
come, play and experience. 
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